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Abstract
Modern distributed computation infrastructures are often plagued by unavailabilities such as failing or slow
servers. These unavailabilities adversely affect the tail latency of computation in distributed infrastructures. While
replicating computation is a simple approach to provide resilience, it entails significant resource overhead. Coded
computation has emerged as a resource-efficient alternative, wherein multiple units of data are encoded to create
parity units and the function to be computed is applied to each of these units on distinct servers. If some of the
function outputs are unavailable, a decoder can use the available ones to decode the unavailable ones. Existing coded
computation approaches are resource efficient only for simple variants of linear functions such as multilinear, with
even the class of low degree polynomials necessitating the same multiplicative overhead as replication for practically
relevant straggler tolerance.
In this paper, we present a new approach to model coded computation via the lens of locality of codes. We
introduce a generalized notion of locality, denoted computational locality, building upon the locality of an appropriately
defined code. We then show an equivalence between computational locality and the required number of workers for
coded computation and leverage results from the well-studied locality of codes to design coded computation schemes.
Specifically, we show that recent results on coded computation of multivariate polynomials can be derived using local
recovery schemes for Reed-Muller codes. We then present coded computation schemes for multivariate polynomials
that adaptively exploit locality properties of input data—an inadmissible technique under existing frameworks. These
schemes require fewer workers than the lower bound under existing coded computation frameworks, showing that
the existing multiplicative overhead on the number of servers is not fundamental for coded computation of nonlinear
functions.
Index Terms
Locality, coded computation, coding theory.
I. INTRODUCTION
Large scale computations involving smaller modular pieces are widely prevalent. The quintessential example of
this is computationally intensive distributed machine learning applications. Distributed computations suffer from
unavailabilities such as “straggling” servers (i.e. servers that fail or are slow to respond) [1]. These unavailabilities
result in an increase in the tail latency for the distributed computations.
One natural approach to address server unavailabilities is to add redundancy, such as replicating computations.
However, using replication requires a high resource overhead, indicating the need for more efficient techniques. In
the setting of distributed storage, it is well known that the technique of erasure coding provides robustness to failed
nodes with minimal storage overhead [2]. This efficient performance has motivated the strategy of similarly using
erasure coding to provide robustness to failing servers (or workers) for distributed computation; this approach is
termed “coded computation” [3]. Specifically, coded computation involves querying workers with encoded inputs so
that the missing outputs from unreliable workers are recoverable from the received worker outputs.
Coded computation was initially introduced in [3] for matrix multiplication operations. Several subsequent works
have presented various coded computation approaches applicable to linear computations [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9],
[10], [11], bilinear matrix-matrix multiplication computations [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21],
[22], [23], and multilinear matrix multiplication of more than two matrices [14]. In [24], Yu et al. designed a
coded-computation scheme for multivariate polynomial functions. Under the model considered in [24], the authors
also proved a lower bound for coded computation of multivariate polynomials of degree at least s+1 tolerating up to
s stragglers, necessitating a factor s overhead on the required number of workers. Thus, using existing approaches,
providing resilience to even 1 (or 2) stragglers for degree 2 or 3 multivariate polynomials would require at least
100% (or 200%) overhead on the number of workers.
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Motivated by large resource overhead for coded computation of nonlinear functions under existing approaches,
we consider a new approach to model coded computation using the concept of locality of codes. To do so, we define
a new notion of locality for computation, denoted computational locality, via locality properties of an appropriately
defined code. The topic of the locality of codes has a rich literature [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30]. For instance,
there are well known “local recovery schemes”—procedures to recover one erased code symbol by querying a few
other code symbols, for several classes of codes such as Reed-Muller codes. However, conventional study of locality
of codes typically differs from the coded computation setting in two main respects: (1) The coded computation
setting admits replicated queries, whereas such replicated queries are not available under typical locality regimes.
(2) The coded computation setting handles arbitrarily many inputs whereas traditional study of locality usually
considers one (or sometimes two) inputs. The main contributions of this paper are twofold:
First, we propose a new model for coded computation via the lens of locality of codes. We demonstrate that the
proposed notion of computational locality of functions is equivalent to the required number of workers for coded
computation of that function. We then show how to use the proposed locality-based model to exploit local recovery
schemes of codes to design coded computation schemes. The locality-based model, thus, enables the domain of
coded computation to exploit the well-studied notion of locality of codes. Specifically, we show that the local
recovery schemes for Reed-Muller codes can be generalized to yield a coded computation scheme for multivariate
polynomials. The scheme so obtained reproduces the best known coded computation scheme for multivariate
polynomial functions [31] from an alternative viewpoint, that of the locality of Reed-Muller codes. We also show
that proposed locality-based model can be used to interpret existing coded computation schemes in other settings as
well.
Second, in addition to providing a unified perspective, the locality-based approach to modeling coded computation
circumvents existing lower bounds on the required number of workers. By exploiting the proposed locality-based
model, we design a coded computation scheme for multivariate polynomial functions using fewer workers than the
minimum required number under previously studied models. Specifically, the proposed scheme provides robustness
to s stragglers for any degree (s + 1) multivariate polynomial using less than a factor s of extra servers. This
establishes that a factor s overhead in the number of workers is not a fundamental requirement for coded computation
of non-linear functions. This opens up the potential for resource efficient coded computation schemes for non-
linear functions. We design the coded computation scheme via a two-step process: First, we design a scheme for
homogeneous multivariate polynomial functions which adaptively exploits linear dependencies of the input data to
reduce the number of workers. Second, we extend the scheme to apply to non-homogeneous multivariate polynomial
functions via the technique of homogenizing polynomials. We then discuss regimes where the locality-based approach
to modeling coded computation admits significant reduction in the required number of workers. Finally, we consider
the general class of coded computation techniques enabled by the locality-based model of coded computation.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS
We start by describing the coded computation model studied in this work which is based on the model considered
in [31].
Setting: The setting is shown in Figure 1 and consists of one master and many workers. The master’s objective
is to compute the value of a function f at k arbitrary input points 〈X1, . . . , Xk〉 using the minimum necessary
number w of workers. Moreover, the function f can be any function in a set of functions F—henceforth denoted as
a “function class”—and up to s arbitrary workers may straggle (fail).1 To do so, the master “queries” each worker
i ∈ {1, . . . , w} with the evaluation point X˜i, and the worker computes f(X˜i). At most s arbitrary workers straggle
and return nothing to the master; the remaining w − s workers return their computed values to the master. The
master must use the received subset of {f(X˜1), . . . , f(X˜w)} to decode 〈f(X1), . . . , f(Xk)〉 regardless of which
worker outputs are missing. The threshold of the minimum number of workers which is sufficient to do so is defined
as follows:
Definition 1 (Worker threshold). The (F , k, s)-worker threshold is the minimum number wF ,k,s of workers for
which coded computation for any function f in a function class F at any k input points tolerating up to s straggling
workers is possible.
1The model is later extended to include up to b byzantine (adversarial) workers in addition to the at most s straggling workers.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the coded computation model. A master uses w workers to compute the value of the function f at k evaluation points
subject to at most s straggling workers.
A. Related Works
The domain of coded computation has received considerable attention in the recent past. We now briefly overview
some of the relevant topics.
Most works have considered coded computation for functions within the domain of Cartesian products of
multivariate polynomial functions. For example, many works have considered linear settings such as matrix-vector
multiplication [3], [5], [6], [7], [4], [10], [11], convolution [8], linear transforms [9], etc. Several works have
considered coded computation for bilinear matrix-matrix multiplication [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19],
[20], [21], [22], [23], and, in [14], the authors designed a coded computation scheme to compute the matrix product
of any number of matrices. In [31], the authors proposed a coded computation scheme for the Cartesian product of
finitely many multivariate polynomial functions. Due to its generality, this scheme is portable; for example, it is is
used in [32] for a setting involving multiple rounds of computation. Understanding coded computation for the large
class of polynomial functions is a significant milestone in moving towards the ultimate goal of general functions.
Robust distributed computation for machine learning has received substantial interest. Most existing work focuses
on the training phase, designing coded approaches for gradient computations during gradient descent. As the gradient
is the summation of “partial gradients,” several works compute the partial gradients in a coded manner [33], [34],
[35], [36], [37], [38]. Other works designed robust schemes to compute an approximate value of the gradient [39],
[40], [41], [37], [42].
In [43], Kosaian et al. introduced coded computation for neural network inference. Providing resilience to inference
tasks via coded computation requires supporting non-linear functions, as neural networks are highly non-linear. The
authors propose a learning-based approach to overcome the challenge of non-linearity by using machine learning
to learn an encoder and decoder for any given computation. Other works [44], [45] have further explored this
learning-based approach for coded computation of inference tasks.
The learning-based approach approximately reconstructs unavailable function outputs. While approximation is
suitable for ML inference tasks, it may not be suitable for others. Even ML tasks can benefit from exact reconstruction
when it is achieved efficiently. This motivates pursuing mathematical constructs for coded computation for non-linear
functions, as we do in this work.
B. Coded Computation of Multivariate Polynomials
We now describe the coded computation setting studied in [31] in more detail, as it is closely related to the results
presented in this work. This previously studied coded computation model is a special case of the setting described
in the beginning of Section II with the following restrictions: (1) Coded computation is restricted to an arbitrary
multivariate polynomial functions f : V→ U for vector spaces V and U over a field F. (2) The master queries each
worker at an evaluation point which is a linear combination of the input points 〈X1, . . . , Xk〉. Specifically, for each
i ∈ {1, . . . , w}, worker i computes the value of f(·) at the evaluation point X˜i =
∑k
j=1 αi,jXj where αi,j ∈ F.
Moreover, the αi,j are fixed apriori and are the same for any input points 〈X1, . . . , Xk〉. (3) The master decodes
〈f(X1), . . . , f(Xk)〉 using a linear combination of the received worker outputs. As the same linear encoding and
decoding schemes are used for any k input points, we denote this setting as input oblivious.
Lagrange Coded Computing (LCC) scheme [31]: The scheme computes the value of a multivariate polynomial
function, f : V→ U, at input points 〈X1, . . . , Xk〉 while tolerating up to s straggling workers. When deg(f) ≤ (s+1),
the LCC scheme computes the univariate polynomial f(p(z)), where p(z) is a univariate polynomial of degree at
most k − 1 passing through the k input points. Specifically, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k and distinct β1, . . . , βk ∈ F, p(βi) = Xi.
The scheme computes f(p(z)) by using each of the w = deg(f(p(z))) + s+ 1 workers to compute the value of
f(p(z)) at a distinct point. It then uses polynomial interpolation to recover f(p(z)) while tolerating any s straggling
workers. Finally, the scheme decodes each f(Xi) = f(p(βi)). When (s + 1) < deg(f), the LCC scheme uses
(s+ 1)-wise replication with w = k(s+ 1) workers and direct decoding. The authors prove a lower bound for this
input oblivious setting, showing that any scheme requires at least min(k(s+ 1), (k − 1)deg(f) + s+ 1) workers.
III. LOCALITY-BASED MODEL FOR CODED COMPUTATION
In this section, we propose a new locality-based model for coded computation; this model provides a unified
viewpoint for coded computation and enables reduced worker threshold in the domain of multivariate polynomial
computations compared to existing models.
A. Comparison to Existing Model
The two key aspects of the locality-based model of coded computation considered in this work are: First, for any
k input points, the master may query each worker at an arbitrary evaluation point. Second, the decoding function
can be an arbitrary function of the received worker outputs. This setting is a generalization of the model considered
in [31]; in the model used in [31], the coded computation scheme is required to use the same linear encoding and
decoding scheme for every k input points and is therefore denoted as input oblivious. The flexibility to adapt to
specific input points is fundamental to exploit locality properties of the input points, as we will see later.
In this setting, the computational complexity of the master (for encoding and decoding) can be higher than in
the input oblivious setting, while the computational complexity of the workers remains the same in both settings.
Given that there is only one master while there are numerous workers, we argue that the reduction in the number of
workers needed justifies the increase in computational complexity of the master. In certain applications, the extra
work of the master may be amortized over multiple rounds of coded computation. For example, in gradient descent
for machine learning applications, the gradient is computed at the same points over multiple rounds. Thus, the
master might identify locality properties of the input points (as will be described in Section V) in the first iteration
and reuse these locality properties in later rounds at no additional cost.
B. Preliminaries
We now provide a few relevant definitions from coding theory. In these definition and later in this work,
[i] denotes {1, . . . , i}. Moreover, when considering the Cartesian product of multivariate polynomial functions
f(X) = (f1(X), . . . , fm(X)), the convention of deg(f) = maxi∈[m]deg(fi) is used.
Definition 2 (Distance). Codewords c1 and c2 of a code C have distance ∆(c1, c2) of the number of symbols in
which c1 and c2 differ.
Definition 3 (Hamming ball). For a codeword c of a code C, the Hamming ball B(c, r) = {c′ ∈ C | ∆(c, c′) ≤ r}.
Definition 4 (Punctured code). For a code C ⊆ Un and a subset I = {i1, . . . , il} ⊆ [n], the punctured code
CI = {cI = (ci1 , . . . , cil) | c = (c1, . . . , cn) ∈ C} is the code formed by restricting the codewords of C to the
symbols corresponding to I .
C. Computational Locality
Under the coded computation setting, the objective is to design a scheme applicable to any function in a function
class (such as multivariate polynomial functions). This motivates developing a suitable notion of locality for a
function class, as we do in this section. In order to do so, we define a new notion of locality for an appropriately
defined code associated with a function class and use this definition to define locality of a function class. We
later show that the computational locality of a function class relates directly to its worker threshold under coded
computation (i.e. computational locality is the analog of the number of workers needed for coded computation).
Throughout this section, let F be a class of functions between finite vector spaces V = {v1, . . . , vn} and U over
a finite field Fq and s be a positive integer.
To begin, a codeword is defined for any function.
Definition 5 (Associated codeword). For a function f over domain V, the associated codeword is
cf = (f(v1), . . . , f(vn)).
Existing literature on locality of codes [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30] usually considers a code where each code
symbol appears exactly once. The associated codeword reflects this convention. In contrast, the coded computation
domain admits replicating a computation over multiple workers, motivating the need for the below definition.
Definition 6 (Repeated codeword). For a codeword c = (c1, . . . , cn) ∈ Un, the repeated codeword is
c〈s+1〉 = ((c1, 1), . . . , (cn, 1), . . . , (c1, s+ 1), . . . , (cn, s+ 1)).
The repeated codeword c〈s+1〉 repeats the codeword (s+ 1) times and appends to each repeated code symbol one
label from [s+ 1] for clarity of exposition.
Next, the above definitions are extended to apply to a function class. Specifically, Definition 7 is used to define a
code associated to the function class.
Definition 7 (Associated code). For a function class F , the associated code is CF = {cf | f ∈ F}.
Definition 8 generalizes the notion of a repeated codeword to a code.
Definition 8 (Repeated code). For a code C, the repeated code is C〈s+1〉 = {c〈s+1〉 | c ∈ C}.
The computational locality of code symbols is defined and then used to define the computational locality of a
code. The definition of computational locality of a code will then be used to define the relevant notion of locality
for a function class.
Definition 9 (Computational locality of code symbols). Let k ≤ n and s be non-negative integers and I =
{i1, . . . , ik} ⊆ [n]. The computational locality LI,s of code symbols CI for code C ⊆ Un is the minimum integer
for which there exists a size LI,s set J ⊆ [(s+ 1)n] such that ∀c, c′ ∈ C〈s+1〉, c′J ∈ B(cJ , s)⇒ c′I = cI .
At a high level, Definition 9 says that the code symbols CI can be uniquely decoded using any LI,s − s code
symbols of a length LI,s punctured code of C〈s+1〉. Definition 9 naturally yields a definition for computational
locality for a code itself.
Definition 10 (Computational locality of a code). Let k ≤ n and s be non-negative integers. The computational
locality Lk,s of a code C ⊆ Un is maxI={i1,...,ik}⊆[n](LI,s).
Finally, the computational locality of a function class is defined in terms of Definition 10.
Definition 11 (Computational locality of a function class). Let k ≤ n and s be non-negative integers. The function
class F has computational locality Lk,s(F) where Lk,s(F) is the computational locality of the associated code CF .
Under Definition 11, for a function class F and any input code symbols, one may consider an arbitrary punctured
code of the repeated code. The analog of this property under coded computation is that when designing coded
computation schemes, for any specific k input points one can query the workers at arbitrary evaluation points.
This flexibility with queries directly results in a lower worker threshold under the locality-based model for coded
computation than is possible in the input oblivious setting for multivariate polynomial functions.
D. Connection Between Computational Locality and Coded Computation
Below, it is shown that the computational locality of a function class is equivalent to its worker threshold (i.e. the
minimum necessary number of workers) under coded computation. The proof follows from the above definitions
and is included for completeness.
Theorem 1 (Coded computation via computational locality). Let k ≤ |V| = n and s be non-negative integers. The
computational locality of the function class F equals the (F , k, s)-worker threshold (i.e. Lk,s(F) = wF ,k,s).
Proof: Consider any input 〈X1, . . . , Xk〉 and related size k set I ⊆ [n], where cfI = 〈f(X1), . . . , f(Xk)〉. Every
set J ⊆ [(s + 1)n] (of some size j) corresponds to 〈X˜1, . . . , X˜j〉 such that 〈f(X˜1), . . . , f(X˜j)〉 = (cf )〈s+1〉J . As
each worker computes exactly one code symbol, the number of workers needed for coded computation equals the
number of code symbols required to uniquely decode cfI when missing up to s worker outputs (respectively code
symbols). This holds for any k input points, hence the maximum over all input points.
A simple upper bound on the computational locality of a function class follows from the (s+ 1)-wise repeating
of code symbols.
Remark 1. The computational locality Lk,s(F) is at most k(s+ 1).
IV. COMPUTATIONAL LOCALITY OF MULTIVARIATE POLYNOMIALS
In this section, we discuss how to adapt existing locality results into the coded computation setting. We demonstrate
how to design coded computation schemes for degree bounded multivariate polynomials by using local recovery
schemes for the associated Reed-Muller code. In so doing, we reproduce the best known coded computation scheme
for multivariate polynomial functions [31].
The following notation is used in this section. Let function class F = Fq[x1, . . . , xm] be the set of all multivariate
polynomials of total degree at most d for a finite field Fq = {α1, . . . , αq}. Let f ∈ F and consider non-negative
integers k and s. By definition, the associated code CF is a Reed-Muller code [46], [47].
Reed-Muller codes are well-studied and exhibit many useful algebraic properties. The most relevant such property
to this work is that for any univariate polynomial p : Fq → Fmq , the corresponding vector (f(p(α1)), . . . , f(p(αq)))
is a puncturing of cf . Moreover, the composition f(p(z)) is a degree d′ = deg(f)deg(p) univariate polynomial.
One can recover a degree d′ univariate polynomial via polynomial interpolation of d′ + 1 distinct points. Prior
works in the literature on the locality of codes have exploited this property in designing local recovery schemes for
Reed-Muller codes[48], [49], [50], [25], [51]. We next discuss such existing local recovery schemes for Reed-Muller
codes and use them to prove a computational locality result for multivariate polynomial functions. At a high level,
we show that every set of k code symbols is part of a corresponding group of (k − 1)d+ s+ 1 code symbols for
which every group of s symbols is redundant. This requires the added restriction of a sufficiently large field size
(i.e. (k − 1)d+ s+ 1 ≤ q), which we will assume henceforth.
Variants of the following local recovery scheme for Reed-Muller codes were considered by several previous
works [48], [49], [50], [25]. To recover the value of a polynomial f at a point, f(x), consider the affine line
P = {x+ zv | z ∈ Fq} for some v 6= 0 ∈ Fmq . Let h(z) = f(x+ zv) be the degree at most d univariate polynomial
restriction of f to P with the property that h(0) = f(x). One can interpolate h(z) by querying it along any
d+ s+ 1 distinct evaluation points when at most s queries straggle (i.e. are lost). A simple example of this scheme
is demonstrated in Figure 2 for the specific polynomial f(z1, z2) = .5z1z2 for z1, z2 ∈ R.
Another local recovery scheme follows a similar approach using using a degree 2 curve instead of an affine line
[51]. Consider the curve P = {x+ zv1 + z2v2 | z ∈ Fq} for v1, v2 6= 0 ∈ Fmq . Let h(z) = f(x+ zv1 + z2v2) be the
degree at most 2d univariate polynomial restriction of f to P such that h(0) = f(x). Interpolation of h(z) follows
immediately from querying h(z) at any 2d+ s+ 1 distinct evaluation points subject to at most s straggling queries.
The above local recovery schemes were designed to recover the value of a polynomial f at a single input point
x. Yet the computational locality setting requires evaluating f at multiple input points. A standard generalization
of the above schemes using analogous technique with a parameterized degree d′ curve is simple to convert to the
computational locality regime. Under the generalized local recovery scheme, to recover f(x), one can consider the
degree d′ curve P = {x+∑d′j=1 zjvj | z ∈ Fq} for v1, . . . , vd′−1, vd′ 6= 0 ∈ Fmq . Let h(z) = f(x+∑d′j=1 zjvj) be
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Fig. 2. Example of a local recovery scheme for the degree 2 multivariate polynomial f(z1, z2) = .5z1z2 at x = (2, 1). The line x+ zv
is considered for z ∈ R and v = (4, 2). The univariate polynomial f(x + zv) is interpolated using 4 distinct queries tolerating up to 1
straggling query.
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Fig. 3. Example of a local recovery scheme for the degree 2 multivariate polynomial f(z1, z2) = .5z1z2 at 〈x1, x2, x3〉 = 〈(0, 0), (2, 1), (4, 0)〉.
The degree 2 curve p(z) = (z, 1− (z−2)(z−2)
4
) is considered for z ∈ R. This curve intersects x1 at z = 0, x2 at z = 2, and x3 at z = 4.
The univariate polynomial f(p(z)) is interpolated using any 5 out of 6 distinct queries.
the degree at most d′d univariate polynomial restriction of f to P such that h(0) = f(x). One can interpolate h(z)
by querying it along d′d+ s+ 1 distinct evaluation points tolerating up to s straggling queries.
One can adapt the above generalized local recovery scheme for Reed-Muller codes, via the locality-based model,
into a result on the computational locality of F . For any k input points 〈X1, . . . , Xk〉, there is a degree d′ ≤ k − 1
curve, p(z), along with α1, . . . , αk ∈ Fq, so that p(αi) = Xi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Thus, the local recovery scheme
corresponding to PX1,...,Xk = {p(z) | z ∈ Fq} computes h(z) = f(p(z)) subject to s stragglers; furthermore,
〈h(α1), . . . , h(αk)〉 = 〈f(X1), . . . , f(Xk)〉. A simple illustration of this scheme is shown in Figure 3 for the
polynomial f(z1, z2) = .5z1z2 for z1, z2 ∈ R. The aforementioned local recovery scheme demonstrates that F has
computational locality Lk,s(F) ≤ (k − 1)d+ s+ 1. Combining this bound with that of (s+ 1)−wise replication
observed in Remark 1 leads to the following result.
Theorem 2. The computational locality for total degree at most d multivariate polynomials is Lk,s(F) ≤ min(k(s+
1), (k − 1)d+ s+ 1).
Although the focus of this section was on multivariate polynomial functions in F from Fmq to Fq, the techniques
used here easily extend, through component-wise application, to the setting of Cartesian products of functions in F .
A. Computational Locality-Based Interpretation of Existing Work
The LCC scheme [31] computes the value of f , the Cartesian product of any multivariate polynomials, at
k points tolerating up to s stragglers. The scheme either (1) replicates each computation over (s + 1) workers
or (2) computes the univariate polynomial f(p(z)) where p(z) is the Cartesian product of degree at most k − 1
polynomials passing through the k input points. This follows from applying component-wise polynomial interpolation
to (k−1)deg(f) + s+ 1 distinct evaluation points of f(p(z)). Thus, the LCC scheme can be viewed as the analogue
of the final Reed-Muller local recovery scheme described in Section IV (combined with (s+ 1)−wise replication).
B. Computational Locality with Corruptions
We next consider the notion of a “computational locality with corruptions” of a function class F over k input
points which incorporates up to b corrupt in addition to s straggling queries. Computational locality with corruptions
is analogous to a coded computation setting containing up to b byzantine (adversarial) as well as s straggling servers.
When F is a class of total degree at most d multivariate polynomial functions, it is simple to adapt the
aforementioned local recovery schemes to apply to the new setting. For example, one can still compute the values
of any f ∈ F at k points by obtaining the univariate polynomial restriction of f to P , where P is a degree at
most k − 1 curve passing through all k input points. To do so, one can use the Berlekamp-Welsh algorithm on
(k − 1)d + 2b + 1 received (non-straggling) points, rather than interpolating (k − 1)d + 1 received points with
no corruptions [52]. Moreover, one can adapt the simple (s+ 1)-wise replication technique to such a setting by
replicating each input instead (s+ 2b+ 1) times and using majority-based decoding.
Theorem 3. The function class F of total degree at most d multivariate polynomials for k input points, b byzantine
corruptions, and s stragglers, has a worker threshold of at most min(k(s+ 2b+ 1), (k − 1)d+ s+ 2b+ 1).
V. IMPROVED WORKER THRESHOLD VIA LOCALITY
In Section IV, we have discussed the locality properties of multivariate polynomials at arbitrary input points
without using the structure of the specific input points. The results from [31] show that the overhead in the number
of workers is high for coded computation schemes which likewise are oblivious to the structure of the input points.
Specifically, when tolerating up to s stragglers for a polynomial of total degree at least (s+ 1), it is impossible to
outperform the factor s overhead on the number of workers required by (s+ 1)−wise replication.
The focus of this section is how the locality-based approach to model coded computation aids in going beyond
the worker threshold of the input oblivious setting. This improvement follows from enabling schemes to adaptively
exploit the structure of specific input points. In Section V-A, we show how to leverage linear dependencies in
the input points to reduce the required number of workers for coded computation of a homogeneous multivariate
polynomial function. In Section V-B, we use homogenization—a technique by which one converts a multivariate
polynomial into a homogeneous multivariate polynomial—to likewise exploit linear dependencies in the input points
for non-homogeneous polynomial functions. This will establish that under the proposed locality-based model, the
worker threshold is less than that of (s + 1)-wise replication which is necessary in the input oblivious setting.
Moreover, in Section V-C, we demonstrate concrete settings in which this improvement is significant. In Section V-D,
we discuss the rich class of locality properties that coded computation schemes can exploit enabled by the proposed
locality-based model. Finally, in Section V-E, we extend all of our results to a setting in which there are at most b
byzantine (adversarial) workers in addition to up to s straggling workers.
A. Coded Computation of Homogeneous Multivariate Polynomials
In this section, we focus on the class of homogeneous multivariate polynomial functions. Such polynomials have
the fundamental property that multiplying the input by a field element is equivalent to multiplying the output by an
associated power of the field element. We exploit this property in designing a novel coded computation scheme
through leveraging locality (in the form of linear dependencies) of the input points.
A homogeneous polynomial f ∈ F[x1, . . . , xm] is defined as f(X) =
∑
i∈I pi(X) for some index set I where
for each i ∈ I , pi ∈ F[x1, . . . , xm] is a monomial with deg(pi) = deg(f). Consequently, for any homogeneous
polynomial f and any α ∈ F , f(αX) = αdeg(f)f(X).
Thus, in order to compute the value of f on any input points, it suffices to compute the value of f at nonzero
multiples of the input points. One can exploit this property to design coded computation schemes using fewer
workers than is possible in the input oblivious setting for linearly dependent input points. We summarize how a
coded computation scheme can do so, discuss a simple example of such a scheme, and finally present an explicit
construction in full detail.
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Fig. 4. Example for locality-based coded computation of a homogeneous polynomial, f . Computing f(l(z)) determines the value of f at all
three input points due to homogeneity.
Consider any minimal linearly dependent set of k vectors (i.e. a set of linearly dependent vectors for which
no strict subset is linearly dependent). There is a p(z) which is the Cartesian product of degree at most k − 2
univariate polynomials passing through a nonzero multiple of each of the k vectors. Moreover, f(p(z)) is the
Cartesian product of degree at most deg(f)(k− 2) univariate polynomials and can be interpolated (component-wise)
using any deg(f)(k − 2) + 1 distinct evaluations. Hence, a coded computation scheme can compute f(p(z)) and
thereby obtain the values of f at nonzero multiples of the k input points. By homogeneity, this is sufficient to
decode f at the k input points. In contrast, a polynomial p′(z) passing through the k specific points can be of
degree k− 1; a similar scheme computing f(p′(z)) would require deg(f)(k− 1) + 1 distinct evaluations of f(p′(z))
to be received for interpolation.
In Figure 4, we discuss a simple example of a coded computation scheme for a homogeneous polynomial
f subject to s straggling workers where 2 ≤ (s + 1) = deg(f). The example contains three distinct linearly
dependent input points in the x-y plane, 〈(0, 1), (2, 0), (2, 1)〉. The line l(z) intersects a nonzero multiple of each
input, and by homogeneity, f(2X) = 2deg(f)f(X) for α ∈ R. Hence, computing f(l(z)) is sufficient to determine
〈f((0, 1)), f((2, 0)), f((2, 1))〉; this requires 2(s + 1) workers, while the worker threshold in the input oblivious
setting is 3(s+ 1).
We now present the homogeneous scheme for any k minimal linearly dependent input points. The scheme is
systematic and uses linear encoding and decoding.
Input: 〈X1, . . . , Xk〉 where Xj ∈ Fm for 1 ≤ j ≤ k and
∑k−1
i=1 αiXi = Xk for α1, . . . , αk−1 ∈ F \ {0} for a
field F. A positive integer s of straggling workers and deg(f), the degree of the polynomial to be computed.
Evaluation points: Let the first k evaluation points be X˜i = Xi for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Let β1, . . . , β(k−2)deg(f)+s+1 ∈ F
be distinct elements and p∗(z) =
∑k−1
i=1 αiXi.
∏
j∈[k−1]\{i}(z−βj)(βk −βj)−1. Let the remaining evaluation points
be X˜i = p∗(βi) for k+1 ≤ i ≤ (k−2)deg(f)+s+1. The scheme queries f(X˜i) for 1 ≤ i ≤ (k−2)deg(f)+s+1.
Decoding: For each received worker output i ∈ [k−1] compute f(p∗(βi)) = f(X˜i)·
(
αi
∏
j∈[k−1]\{i}
βi−βj
βk−βj
)deg(f)
.
As f(X˜i) = f(p∗(βi)) for k ≤ i ≤ (k− 2)deg(f) + s+ 1, the scheme now has access to (k− 2)deg(f) + 1 distinct
evaluations of f(p∗(z)). It uses them to interpolate f(p∗(z)). Decoding follows from setting f(Xk) = f(p∗(βk))
and for i ∈ [k − 1], setting f(Xi) = f(p∗(βi)) ·
(
αi
∏
j∈[k−1]\{i}
βi−βj
βk−βj
)−deg(f)
.
Correctness of the homogeneous scheme is shown in Theorem 4.
Theorem 4. Let 〈X1, . . . , Xk〉 be k input points over Fm for field F such that
∑k−1
i=1 αiXi = Xk for α1, . . . , αk−1 ∈
F \ {0}. Let s be a non-negative integer and |F| ≥ (k− 2)deg(f) + s+ 1. Then the homogeneous scheme computes
〈f(X1), . . . , f(Xk)〉 tolerating up to s straggling workers using (k − 2)deg(f) + s+ 1 workers.
Proof: Let λi = αi
∏
j∈[k−1]\{i}(βi − βj)(βk − βj)−1 and note that λi ∈ F \ {0} for 1 ≤ i < k. Thus,
p∗(βk) =
∑k−1
i=1 αiXi = Xk and for 1 ≤ i < k p∗(βi) = Xiλi. Due to the homogeneity of f , this means
f(p∗(βi)) = λ
deg(f)
i f(Xi) for 1 ≤ i < k and f(p∗(βk)) = f(Xk).
As deg(p∗(z)) ≤ k − 2, one can interpolate f(p∗(z)) with any (k − 2)deg(f) + s + 1 distinct evaluations of
f(p∗(z)), while tolerating up to s stragglers. One can decode 〈f(X1), . . . , f(Xk)〉 using f(p∗(z)).
One can apply the homogeneous scheme to any k > m input points over Fm by using Gaussian Elimination to
partition the input points into T1, . . . , Tt, and E. Each Ti for 1 ≤ i ≤ t is comprised of a set of minimal linearly
dependent input points where t ≥ b km+1c and E contains the at most m remaining input points. One can apply the
homogeneous scheme to each of T1, . . . , Tt and (s+ 1)-wise replication to each input point in E, provided the field
size is at least (m− 1)deg(f) + s+ 1. When deg(f) = s+ 1, this scheme combining homogeneous scheme with
(s+ 1)−wise replication requires at most (k − t)(s+ 1) workers. In contrast, the worker threshold under coded
computation of the input oblivious setting is k(s+ 1). This leads to the following result.
Theorem 5 (Improved worker threshold for homogeneous polynomials). Let F be the function class a total degree
(s+ 1) homogeneous polynomial over domain Fm. For k input points where (m+ 1)|k and at most s stragglers,
the worker threshold under coded computation in the locality-based model is at most k mm+1(s+ 1).
B. Coded Computation of Non-Homogeneous Multivariate Polynomials
We have shown for homogeneous multivariate polynomial functions that the worker threshold under the locality-
based model for coded computation is lower than that of the input oblivious setting. In this section, we extend
this result to non-homogeneous multivariate polynomial functions by combining the homogeneous scheme and the
technique of homogenizing polynomials.
We begin by reviewing homogenizing polynomials. Let f ∈ F[x1, . . . , xm] be a multivariate polynomial
function for a field F. The homogenizing polynomial of f(x1, . . . , xm) is defined as f ′(r, (x1, . . . , xm)) =
rdeg(f)f(x1r
−1, . . . , xmr−1). Furthermore, f ′ is homogeneous and f ′(1, (x1, . . . , xm)) = f(x1, . . . , xm). The point
(1, (x1, . . . , xm)) is denoted as the “homogenizing” point of (x1, . . . , xm).
We now present the non-homogeneous scheme. The scheme works by converting the input points into homoge-
nizing points and then applying the homogeneous scheme with the homogenizing polynomial f ′ using as input
points the homogenizing points.
Input: 〈X1, . . . , Xk〉 where each Xj ∈ Fm for 1 ≤ i ≤ k and
∑k−1
i=1 αi(1, Xi) = (1, Xk) for α1, . . . , αk−1 ∈
F\{0} for a field F. A non-negative integer s of straggling workers and deg(f), the degree of the non-homogeneous
polynomial.
Evaluation points: Identify the evaluation points X˜i
′
= (ri, X
∗
i ) ∈ Fm+1 for i ∈ [(k− 2)deg(f) + s+ 1] used by
the homogeneous scheme on the inputs of homogenizing points 〈X ′1, . . . , X ′k〉 = 〈(1, X1), . . . , (1, Xk)〉, non-negative
integer s, and deg(f). Without loss of generality, do so with each ri 6= 0. The scheme queries f(X˜i) = f(r−1i X∗i )
for i ∈ [(k − 2)deg(f) + s+ 1].
Decoding: Multiply each received f(X˜i) = f(r−1i X
∗
i ), by r
deg(f)
i to determine the value of f
′ at the corresponding
evaluation points, namely f ′(X˜ ′i) = f
′(ri, X˜i) = r
deg(f)
i f(r
−1
i r
−1
i X
∗
i ). Complete the homogeneous scheme decoding
to determine 〈f ′((1, X1)), . . . , f ′((1, Xk))〉 = 〈f(X1), . . . , f(Xk)〉.
Correctness of the non-homogeneous scheme is verified in Theorem 6.
Theorem 6. Let 〈X1, . . . , Xk〉 be k input points over Fm for field F for which
∑k−1
i=1 αi(1, Xi) = (1, Xk) for
α1, . . . , αk−1 ∈ F \ {0}. Let s be a non-negative integer and |F| ≥ (k − 2)(deg(f) + 1) + s + 1. Then the non-
homogeneous scheme computes 〈f(X1), . . . , f(Xk)〉 tolerating up to s straggling workers using (k−2)deg(f)+s+1
workers.
Proof: Due to Theorem 4 and properties of homogenizing polynomials, we need only prove that there are
enough distinct queries of each low degree curve so that each query of f ′(X˜ ′i) = f
′(ri, X∗i ) has ri 6= 0 for
i ∈ [(k − 2)deg(f) + s+ 1].
Recall from the proof of Theorem 4 that the evaluation points X˜i for i ∈ [(k − 2)deg(f) + s + 1] lie on the
curve p∗(z) (i.e. X˜i = p∗(βi) for βi ∈ F). Moreover, for i ∈ [k], the evaluation point X˜i = p∗(βi) = (1, Xi),
the homogenizing point for the input point Xi. Therefore, the first coordinate of the output of p∗(z) can only
equal 0 for at most deg(p∗(z)) inputs. Since deg(p∗(z)) ≤ k − 2, the non-homogeneous scheme requires at most
(k− 2)deg(f) + s+ 1 evaluation points. Moreover, it discards at most k− 2 points where p∗(z) is 0. This is feasible,
as |F| ≥ (k − 2)(deg(f) + 1) + s+ 1.
Similar to extending the homogeneous scheme to k > m arbitrary input points in the homogeneous setting, one can
extend the non-homogeneous scheme to apply to k > m+ 1 arbitrary input points over Fm in the non-homogeneous
setting. To do so, one partitions the input points 〈X1, . . . , Xk〉 into T1, . . . , Tt, and E using Gaussian Elimination.
Each Ti for 1 ≤ i ≤ t consists of ei ≤ m + 2 input points 〈X(i)1 , . . . , X(i)ei 〉 such that the corresponding set of
homogenizing points {(1, X(i)1 ), . . . , (1, X(i)ei )} is minimally linearly dependent. Moreover, E contains the at most
m+ 1 extra input points, and t ≥ b Km+2c. One can apply the non-homogeneous scheme to each of T1, . . . , Tt and
(s+ 1)-wise replication to each input point in E, provided the field size is at least m(deg(f) + 1) + s+ 1. Overall,
this requires at most (k − t)(s+ 1) workers when deg(f) = (s+ 1). In contrast, the worker threshold in the input
oblivious setting for coded computation is k(s+ 1). This leads to the following result.
Theorem 7 (Improved worker threshold for non-homogeneous polynomials). Let F be the function class a non-
homogeneous multivariate polynomial of total degree (s+ 1) over domain Fm. For k input points where (m+ 2)|k
and up to s stragglers, the worker threshold under the locality-based model for coded computation is at most
km+1m+2(s+ 1).
While the improvement in worker threshold over that of input oblivious setting may not be substantial, Theorem 7
shows that the lower bound on worker threshold from [31] is not a fundamental barrier for coded computation of
non-linear functions. This opens up the potential of more resource efficient coded computation schemes of non-linear
functions.
C. Sparse Linear Dependencies in Input Points
We have seen in Sections V-A and V-B coded computation schemes which exhibit improved worker threshold
over the best possible in the input oblivious setting. The extent of the reduction in the number of workers needed
depends on the sizes of minimal linearly dependent sets of input points. When the size of a set of linearly dependent
vectors is small, we refer to it as “sparse” (i.e. involving few vectors). Under the locality-based model of coded
computation, improvement in worker threshold is considerable when there are sparse linear dependencies in the input
points. The fewer the number of input points per linear dependency, the more pronounced the improvement. In this
section, we discuss how such sparse linear dependencies in the input points naturally arise in certain applications.
We then consider the regime where the input points are over a finite vector space V = Fmq over a finite field Fq. We
show that if there are sufficiently many input points, then sparse linear dependencies in the input points must exist.
This results in a significantly lower worker threshold under the locality-based approach for coded computation than
the best possible in the input oblivious setting.
In certain applications, the set of input points is augmented with additional points. These extra points are each
comprised of linear combinations of a small number of the original input points. For example, in one recently
proposed approach to training neural networks for image classification [53], the authors propose “mixup”, wherein
the training data is augmented with linear combinations of a small number of points from the original training data.
For any two training data points, X1 and X2, a new training example X1α+ (1− α)X2 for 0 < α < 1 might be
added. Under the locality-based model for coded computation, one can exploit such sparse linear dependencies
(involving the augmented data points) to reduce the required number of workers.
One can always exploit a set of minimal linearly dependent input points to reduce the worker threshold for
homogeneous multivariate polynomial computations by using the homogeneous scheme. In contrast, for non-
homogeneous multivariate polynomial computations, even for linearly dependent input points 〈X1, . . . , Xk〉, the
corresponding homogenizing points 〈(1, X1), . . . , (1, Xk)〉 may be linearly independent. However, when a partition
of the input points includes the disjoint linearly dependent sets {X1, . . . , Xk1} and {X ′1, . . . , X ′k2}, the set of
homogenizing points {(1, X1), . . . , (1, Xk1), (1, X ′1), . . . , (1, X ′k2)} is linearly dependent. This follows from the
fact that either (1) at least one of {(1, X1), . . . , (1, Xk1)} and {(1, X ′1), . . . , (1, X ′k2)} is linearly dependent or (2)
(1, 0, . . . , 0) is in their intersection. Thus, it is always possible to exploit any two minimal linearly dependencies of
disjoint input points to reduce the worker threshold by using the non-homogeneous scheme.
In Lemma 1, we show that whenever there are sufficiently many (k) points, there exists a size 2e linearly
dependent subset of these points. A finite vector space over a finite field Fq contains a fixed number of vectors,
while the number of linear combinations with nonzero coefficients of e out of k input points is (q − 1)e(ke). When
(q − 1)e(ke) exceeds the size of the vector space, there exists 2 distinct linear combinations of e input points which
are equal. The set of involved vectors in the 2 linear combinations is therefore linearly dependent.
Lemma 1. For e ≥ 2, a set of k > 2eqme −1 nonzero vectors of Fmq must contain a size at most 2e linearly dependent
subset.
Proof: Let there be k points X1, . . . , Xk ∈ Fmq \ {0}m and consider the
(
k
e
)
sets of e points. If any such set is
not full rank, the proof is concluded. Otherwise, for each size e set I ⊆ [k] there are (q − 1)e distinct vectors of
the form
∑
i∈I αi,IXi where αi,I ∈ F \ {0}. Overall, there are
(
k
e
)
(q − 1)e such vectors. When (ke)(q − 1)e > qm,
there exists two of these vectors which are equal. As
(
k
e
)
(q− 1)e ≥ ke
e
(q− 1)e ≥ k2e
e
qe > qm, this condition is met
when k > 2eq
m
e
−1.
Let
∑
i∈I αi,IXi =
∑
j∈J αj,JXj for αi,I , αj,J ∈ F \ {0} and distinct I, J ⊆ [k]. Then
∑
i∈I\J αi,IXi −∑
j∈J\I αj,JXj +
∑
l∈I∩J(αl,I − αl,J)Xl = 0. Both I \ J and J \ I are nonempty with all nonzero corresponding
coefficients αi,I (for i ∈ I \ J) and αj,J (for j ∈ J \ I). Hence, there is a linear dependence of at most 2e terms.
When there sufficiently many input points, there must be sparse linear dependencies in the input points by
Lemma 1. Consequently, one can partition all but negligibly many of the input points into size at most 2e linearly
dependent sets. Thus, for a homogeneous or non-homogeneous multivariate polynomial f of total degree (s+ 1), s
stragglers, and k input points, one can apply the homogeneous scheme or the non-homogeneous scheme to the size
at most 2e linearly dependent sets. Combining this with (s+ 1)−wise replication for the remaining input points
requires ≈ k 2e−12e (s+ 1) workers in total. In contrast, the worker threshold in the input oblivious setting is k(s+ 1).
Theorem 8. Suppose F be the function class of total degree (s + 1) polynomials over domain Fmq , at most s
workers straggle, and k > 2eq
m+1
e
−1. The worker threshold under locality-based coded computation is at most
k
(
2e−1
2e (s+ 1) + (s+ 1)
2eq
m+1
e
−1
k
)
.
D. General Class of Locality-Based Coded Computation Schemes
Under the locality-based model, coded computation schemes can leverage the advantageous structural properties
of the specific input points. We showed in Sections V-A and V-B one way to leverage locality properties of input
points to design coded computation schemes using fewer workers than is possible in the input oblivious setting. We
demonstrate the richness of the class of methods for using locality properties of the input points by presenting two
more techniques to exploit locality properties of the input points in Section V-D1. In Section V-D2, we discuss how
one can use locality properties of the output points (i.e. the image of the input points under the computed function)
to reduce the number of workers for coded computation.
1) More on Locality in Input Points: We now discuss two additional locality properties of input points: First, we
consider the simple scenario where input points lie on a particularly low degree curve and observe that the points
have a useful locality structure. Specifically, suppose there are k input points 〈X1, . . . , Xk〉 over Fm for a field
F and a degree at most (k − 2) curve p∗(z) such that p∗(βi) = Xi where βi ∈ F for i ∈ [k]. For any f which is
the Cartesian product of multivariate polynomial functions, the univariate polynomial f(p∗(z)) can be interpolated
(component-wise) using any deg(f)deg(p∗(z)) + 1 ≤ deg(f)(k − 2) + 1 distinct evaluations. Thus, the value of
f at the k inputs can be computed while tolerating up to s stragglers using deg(f)(k − 2) + s+ 1 workers each
querying a distinct evaluation of f(p∗(z)).
Second, we demonstrate a locality property of input points for multivariate polynomials in the following scenario,
which we denote “intersecting curves;” there are two low degree curves which pass through distinct input points
and also intersect each other. We design a scheme to exploit this structure to achieve lower worker threshold than is
possible in the input oblivious setting. At a high level, the scheme interpolates the two low degree curves. Computing
one curve is sufficient to compute the intersection point, which can then be used in interpolating the another other
curve. The intersection point is used to make do with 2 fewer queries.
We begin by using a simple example of intersecting curves in Figure 5 before describing the scheme in detail. In
the example, the lines l1(z) = (z, 1− z/2) and l2(z) = (z, z/2) pass through the input points {(0, 1), (2, 0)} and
{(0, 0), (2, 1)} while intersecting at l1(1) = l2(1) = (1, .5). After computing f(l1(z)), the point f(l1(1)) = f(l2(1))
can be recovered and used in computing f(l2(z)) (and vice versa). Consequently, querying the workers with
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Fig. 5. Example for locality-based coded computation of a polynomial f at 4 input points using two intersecting lines. The lines l1(z) and
l2(z) pass through the 4 input points and intersect at z = 1. Using the identity f(l1(1)) = f(l2(1)) reduces the number of workers by 2.
evaluation points of f along the two lines and exploiting the intersection point reduces the number of workers
needed.
We now present the intersecting input curves scheme for any degree d polynomial subject to s stragglers for
input points which lie on two low-degree intersecting curves.
Input: Distinct 〈X1, . . . , Xk, X ′1, . . . , X ′k′〉 over Fm for field F where the lowest degree curves passing through
〈X1, . . . , Xk〉 and 〈X ′1, . . . , Xk′〉 intersect. A non-negative integer s of stragglers and deg(f), the degree of the
polynomial to be computed.
Evaluation point: Let p(z) and p′(z) be the degree less than k and k′ univariate polynomials such that: (1)
p(αi) = Xi for αi ∈ F and i ∈ [k]. (2) p′(βi) = X ′i for βi ∈ F and i ∈ [k′]. (3) p(z∗) = p′(z′∗′) for some z∗, z′∗′ ∈ F.
For i ∈ [deg(f) · deg(p(z)) + s], let X˜i = f(p(αi)) for distinct αi ∈ F \ {z∗}. For deg(f) · deg(p(z)) + s ≤ i ≤
deg(f) · (deg(p(z)) + deg(p′(z))) + 2s, let X˜i = f(p′(βi)) for distinct βi ∈ F \ {z′∗′}. Query the ith worker at X˜i
to compute f(X˜i) for i ∈ [deg(f) · (deg(p(z)) + deg(p′(z))) + 2s].
Decoding: use the received queries to interpolate at least one of f(p(z)) or f(p′(z)) and thereby recover f(p(z∗)) =
f(p′(z′∗′)). Use the decoded intersection point and received points to interpolate the second curve. Decoding follows
from setting 〈f(X1), . . . , f(Xk), f(X ′1), . . . , f(X ′k′)〉 = 〈f(p(α1)), . . . , f(p(αk)), f(p(β1)), . . . , f(p(βk′))〉.
Remark 2. Correctness for the intersecting input curves scheme immediately follows from univariate polynomial
interpolation when |F| ≥ d(max(k, k′)− 1) + s+ 1.
In Lemma 2, we show that if there are enough input points in a finite domain ensure, then there must exist (1)
two intersecting lines passing through 4 input points or (2) three input points which lie on a line. One can exploit
either property to reduce the number of workers in the computation. The result follows from the fact that with
enough input points, the number of points on the lines between input points exceeds the total number of points in a
finite domain. Hence, there must be lines between input points which intersect, necessitating (1) or (2).
Lemma 2. Suppose there are k distinct input points 〈X1, . . . , Xk〉 over a finite vector space Fmq for k > 1 and
q > 3. If k > 8q
m−1
2 , there exists three input points which lie on a line or there exists four input points which lie on
two lines which intersect.
Proof: Consider li,j(z) = Xi + (Xj −Xi)z for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k. There are k(k−1)2 such lines, each with q − 2
points li,j(z) for z ∈ Fq \ {0, 1}. There are qm points in the domain. When k(k−1)(q−2)2 > qm, there exists li,j(z)
and li′,j′(z) which intersect outside of {Xi, Xj , Xi′ , Xj′}. If i ∈ {i′, j′} or j ∈ {i′, j′}, the two lines intersect in
two distinct points and are the same line, hence three input points lie one a single line. If not, i, j, i′, and j′ are
distinct, concluding the proof.
One can combine the intersecting input curves scheme and polynomial interpolation along lines passing through
3 input points (as described in the first paragraph of this section) into the following coded computation scheme for
multivariate polynomials. Let f be a multivariate polynomial of total degree (s+ 1), s be the maximum number
of stragglers, and 〈X1, . . . , Xk〉 be the input points. The scheme partitions the input points 〈X1, . . . , Xk〉 into
T1, . . . , Tt, T
′
1, . . . , T
′
t′ , and E. Each of Ti for 1 ≤ i ≤ t consists of 4 input points which lie on two intersecting
lines, each of T ′i for 1 ≤ i ≤ t′ consists of 3 input points which lie on a single line li(z), and E contains the extra
input points. For each Ti for 1 ≤ i ≤ t, the scheme can apply the intersecting input curves scheme by querying each
line with 2s+ 1 workers outside the intersection point (and using the recovered intersection point in decoding). For
each T ′i for 1 ≤ i ≤ t′, the scheme can use deg(f) + s+ 1 workers to interpolate f(li(z)), thereby computing the
value of f at the at least 3 input points. Finally, the scheme can apply (s+ 1)−wise replication to the input points
in E. When the number of input points is k  qm−12 , by Lemma 2, E contains a negligible fraction of the input
points. Thus, the scheme requires fewer workers than the worker threshold in the input oblivious setting of k(s+ 1).
Remark 3. Let f be a polynomial with deg(f) = s+ 1, there be at most s stragglers, and the number of input
points be k > 8q
m−1
2 . Then the above scheme requires at most k(s+ 12 + (s+ 1)
8q
m−1
2
k ) workers.
2) Locality in Output Points: Under the locality-based model, one can exploit locality properties of the output
points (i.e. the image of the input points under the computed function) in addition to locality properties of the
input points to reduce the number of workers needed. We now demonstrate that restricting the class of multivariate
polynomial functions to require additional structure can impose locality properties of the output points. Such a
restriction is relevant to applications that inherently do so; for example, considering matrix products rather than
arbitrary polynomials in distributed matrix multiplication. Below, we use a simple example to illustrate that locality
properties of output points can be used to reduce the number of workers used in coded computation. In general,
identifying such properties is highly dependent on the on the function being computed and outside the scope of this
work.
Consider the function class F ′ = {h(g(·)), h ∈ H, g ∈ G} where G is a set of non-injective multivariate
polynomials of total degree dG and H is a set of multivariate polynomials of total degree dH. Let d = dGdH. One
can exploit two input points whose images are equal under g(·) to use fewer queries in a coded computation scheme.
Suppose that the input points 〈X1, . . . , Xk〉 are linearly independent, the degree k − 2 curve p(z) passes through
the first (k − 1) input points, and there exists z∗ such that g(p(z∗)) = g(Xk) for all g ∈ G. Then a scheme which
computes h(g(p(z))) for h ∈ H and g ∈ G by querying workers with evaluation points of h(g(p(·))) and using
polynomial interpolation can also decode h(g(p(z∗))) = h(g(Xk)). This reduces the number of workers by at least
d compared to the approach of considering a degree k − 1 polynomial p′(z) passing through all k input points and
computing h(g(p′(z))).
E. Coded Computation with Byzantine Workers
As in Section IV-B, we consider a “coded computation with corruptions” setting incorporating at most b byzantine
in addition to s straggling workers. It is simple to modify all proposed coded computation schemes to apply the
new domain.
The proposed coded computation schemes are modified as follows: (1) Query each curve at an additional 2b
distinct locations and use the Berlekamp-Welsh algorithm rather than polynomial interpolation [52]. Choose the
query points for the intersecting input curves scheme to all be different from the intersection point. (2) Replace the
combination of (s+ 1)−wise replication and direct decoding with (s+ 2b+ 1)−wise replication and majority-based
decoding. Note that the field size requirements for each scheme increases by at most 2b in each setting.
Theorem 9. Consider the coded computation with corruptions setting in which there are at most b byzantine workers
and s straggling workers. The modified versions of the homogeneous scheme and non-homogeneous scheme provide
robustness to the unreliable workers using 2b more workers compared to the original schemes, while the intersecting
input curves scheme does so using 4b extra workers. Replacing (s+ 1)−wise replication and direct decoding with
(s+ 2b+ 1)−wise replication and majority-based decoding likewise ensures resiliency to the unreliable workers
and requires an additional 2b workers per input point.
It is simple to extend the modified homogeneous scheme and non-homogeneous scheme to apply to k > m
and k > m + 1 input points respectively over Fm. Doing so follows the nearly identical steps as were used in
Sections V-A and V-B to extend the homogeneous scheme and non-homogeneous scheme to apply to k > m and
k > m + 1 points; the only exception is in replacing the homogeneous scheme, non-homogeneous scheme, and
(s + 1)−wise replication scheme with the above modified schemes. When the total degree of the polynomial is
(s + 2b + 1), number of workers used in this setting by the LCC (i.e. the existing scheme requiring the fewest
number of workers) is k(s+ 2b+ 1). In contrast, fewer workers are needed by the modified homogeneous scheme
and non-homogeneous scheme, as is discussed below.
Remark 4. Let function classes F and F ′ respectively be the sets of homogeneous and non-homogeneous multivariate
polynomials of total degree s+ 2b+ 1 over domain Fm. For k and k′ input points where (m+ 1)|k and (m+ 2)|k′,
up to s stragglers, and at most b byzantine workers, the worker threshold under the locality-based model for coded
computation is less than or equal to k mm+1(s+ 2b+ 1) and k
′m+1
m+2(s+ 2b+ 1) respectively.
VI. LOCALITY-BASED INTERPRETATION OF MATRIX MULTIPLICATION SCHEMES
So far, we have considered a model of computation in which the objective is to evaluate a function f over
multiple input points 〈X1, . . . , Xk〉. Coded computation can also be used for matrix multiplication of a single pair
of large matrices [12], [13], [14], [16], [17], [18], [20], [23]. For simplicity of exposition, consider multiplying
two square (te× te) matrices A and B with entries from a finite field Fq, for some positive integers t and e. In
many applications, the overall matrix product is too large for a single worker to compute, but the matrix product
subdivides into small modular pieces which can be distributed over several workers. One key distinction of this
setting is that the process for dividing the computation into smaller components is not prescribed; indeed, the choice
of what function(s) the workers compute can impose useful properties for the computation. Nonetheless, existing
coded computation schemes for matrix multiplication can be viewed under the locality-based model proposed in
this work.
We now consider two examples of schemes which compute the product of two matrices: the “polynomial code”
[13] and the “MatDot” code [14]. Both schemes subdivide the input matrices by rows and columns and then use
workers to compute the matrix-matrix products of the (smaller) coded matrices. The subdivision of the matrices
combined with the matrix-matrix products computed by the workers induce computational locality properties which
the schemes then exploit to perform the coded computation.
First, the polynomial code subdivides the computation into the matrix product of the rows of A with the columns
of B. Thus, AB equals A1...
At
 [B1 · · · Bt] =
A1B1 · · · A1Bt... . . . ...
AtB1 · · · AtBt
 .
The workers each compute f1(A˜, B˜) = A˜B˜ for (e× te) matrix A˜ and (te×e) matrix B˜. At a high level, the scheme
computes each AiBj for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ t, thereby determining AB. To do so while tolerating up to s stragglers, the
scheme considers the polynomials pA1 (z) =
∑t
i=1Aiz
i−1, pB1 (z) =
∑t
j=1Bjz
(j−1)t, and p1(z) = (pA1 (z), pB1 (z)).
The univariate polynomial f1(p1(z)) =
∑t
i=1
∑t
j=1AiBjz
i−1+(j−1)t has each of AiBj for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ t as the
coefficient for a unique power of z. Thus, computing f1(p1(z)) is sufficient to compute AB. The polynomial
code computes f1(p1(z)) using polynomial interpolation via t2 + s workers each evaluating f1(p1(z)) at a unique
evaluation point.
Second, the MatDot code divides the computation into the matrix product of the columns of A with the rows of
B. Thus, AB equals [
A1 · · · At
] B1...
Bt
 = t∑
i=1
AiBi.
The workers each compute f2(A˜, B˜) = A˜B˜ for (te×e) matrix A˜ and (e× te) matrix B˜. At a high level, the scheme
computes the polynomial
(∑t
i=1Aiz
i−1) (∑t
j=1Bjz
t−j
)
and decodes the coefficient of zt−1 as AB =
∑t
i=1AiBi.
Specifically, the scheme considers the polynomials pA2 (z) =
∑t
i=1Aiz
i−1, pB2 (z) =
∑t
j=1Bjz
t−j , and p2(z) =
(pA2 (z), p
B
2 (z)). It then interpolates f2(p2(z)) while tolerating up to s stragglers by using deg(f2(p2(z)) = 2t−1+s
workers each evaluating f2(p2(z)) at a unique point. Finally, AB is decoded as the coefficient of zt−1 of f2(p2(z)).
Under the locality-based model, the polynomial and MatDot codes restricts their attention to the function classes
F1 and F2 of multivariate polynomial functions corresponding to matrix-matrix multiplication of (e × te) and
(te× e) matrices and respectively (te× e) and (e× te) matrices. Recall the notation from Definition 7 that CF1
and CF2 are the associated codes to these function classes; each function in F1 (respectively F2) corresponds to
a codeword in CF1 (respectively CF2) which is a vector of all evaluations of the function. Consider the curves
P1 = {(pA1 (z), pB1 (z)) | z ∈ Fq} and P2 = {(pA2 (z), pB2 (z)) | z ∈ Fq}. For any k points of P1, there is a is a size
k set I1 such that the punctured code CF1I1 corresponds to the k points of P1. Similarly, for any k points of P2,
there is such a size k corresponding set I2 and punctured code CF2I2. The code symbols CF1I1 have computational
locality LI1,s ≤ t2 + s. This follows from the fact that for all f1 ∈ F1, deg(f1(p1(z)) = t2 − 1—which is strictly
less than deg(f1)deg(p1(z)) = 2t(t − 1). The polynomial code is designed to exploit this property. Specifically,
it can be viewed as computing the function f1 at the input points 〈p1(αi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ t2〉 using t2 + s workers.
Moreover, the computational locality of the code symbols CF2I2 is LI2,s ≤ 2t − 1 + s. This holds since for all
f2 ∈ F2, deg(f2(p2(z)) = 2t− 2. The MatDot code leverages this fact to compute f2(p2(z)) using interpolation
with 2t− 1 + s workers while tolerating up to s stragglers. Finally, note that the different choice of subdivision of
the matrices by the polynomial code and the MatDot code (leading to different function classes F1 and F2) results
in different communication cost in addition to different computational locality properties. The function class F2 has
a smaller computational locality than that of F1 at a higher communication cost.
In both of the above discussed works [13], [14], the setting of matrix-matrix multiplication of a single pair of large
matrices (A,B) using workers capable of only computing smaller (less computationally intensive) matrix-matrix
products is considered. This setting naturally extends to the regime of computing the matrix products of multiple
pairs of matrices 〈(Ai, Bi) | i ∈ [k]〉 using workers with similar computational restrictions, as has been studied in
[22], [23]. Similar to above, the technique used in this domain is to first divide the matrices in a coded manner and
than have the workers compute matrix products of the (smaller) coded matrices. This approach can likewise be
interpreted under the locality-based model as a statement on the computational locality of the code symbols related
to the matrix partitions.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this work, we introduced a locality-based approach to model coded computation. This model enables the
design of coded computation schemes which exploit the well-studied domain of local recovery of codes to reduce
the required number of workers. We demonstrated that the proposed locality-based model for coded computation
admits a lower worker threshold for multivariate polynomials than is possible under the existing input oblivious
approaches. This establishes that a factor s overhead in the number of servers—as in existing approaches—is not a
fundamental requirement for robustness to s stragglers for non-linear functions. The results presented, thus, signal
the prospect of future resource efficient coded computation schemes for non-linear functions.
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